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Deliverable (D3.3): By Definition   

 

 

 

D3.3) Final performance results and consolidated view on the most 

promising multi-node/multi-antenna transmission technologies: 

This deliverable will provide the final performance evaluation results and a 

consolidated view on the most promising multi-node/multi-antenna 

transmission technologies which can provide major contributions to the 

overall system concept. 

Description of Work (Annex I) 
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D3.3: Highlights 

› Final results of the Technology Components (TeCs) of WP3 
 

› Analysis of the Most Promising Technology Approaches (MPTAs) of WP3 
based on the final evaluation of TeCs 

 

› Most of the TeCs provide solutions to improve wireless backhaul and wireless 
access in METIS scenarios specially for UDN, MN, D2D and in some cases 
URC 

 
› Description of impact of WP3 TeCs on 5G system architecture 

 

› Consolidated view of WP3 towards the role of multi antenna and multi node 
technologies in METIS-5G system 

 

› Massive MIMO, CoMP, In-Band Backhaul and Access are the key technologies 
for achieving 5G targets and requirements 
 

› Appendix:  

- Detailed results on each TeC 

- Addressed METIS goals 

- Impact of each TeC on METIS horizontal topics 
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D3.3: What is New? 

› Before: 
- D3.1 has defined the structure of WP3 by Tasks and Research Clusters (RCs) 

- D3.2 by means of simulation alignment efforts along partners provided first 
performance results on the TeCs in WP3. As a result of evaluation, first step in 
identifying the most promising technology approaches 

 

› D3.3: 
- Final performance assessment of the TeCs using a uniform assessment 

framework 

 

- Update on the MPTAs and the TeCs associated with each MPTA 

 

- Impact of TeCs on 5G-METIS system concept 

 

- Overview of achieved results 

 

 

.  
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D3.3: Most Promising Technology 
Approaches (MPTAs) 
 

› Task 3.1: Multi-antenna/Massive-MIMO 

- MPTA 1: Massive MIMO for Backhaul 

- MPTA 2: Massive MIMO for Access 

 

› Task 3.2: Advanced inter-node coordination 

- MPTA 1: CoMP with advanced UE capabilities 

- MPTA 2: CoMP with limited backhaul capabilities 

 

› Task 3.3: Multi-hop communications/wireless network coding 

- MPTA 1: Heterogeneous network at lower frequencies 

- MPTA 2: Indoor dense mesh network at mm-waves 
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D3.3: Overview of Achieved Results 

› Task 3.1: Multi-antenna/Massive-MIMO 

- Up to 200% gains in spectral efficiency on backhaul 

- 10 times higher spectral efficiency than LTE-A on access 

› Task 3.2: Advanced inter-node coordination 

- Improvements in the range from 70% to 100% in the mean cell 

throughput 

- Up to 50% transmit power savings and up to 55% gains in spectral 

efficiency compared with the baseline with limited backhaul 

› Task 3.3: Multi-hop communications/wireless network coding 

- Very high gains in spectral efficiency with in-band backhaul and access  

- Achievable user rates in the order of Gbps and very high number of 

supported devices  
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D3.3: Results Highlights 

T3.1-TeC 11: Massive MIMO: JSDM per group 

precoding comparing LTE-baseline N_LTE=8 antennas 

with massive MIMO N_LSAS=256 antennas for state-of-

the-art k-means++ and new adapted DBSCAN user 

clustering 

T3.2-TeC 6: CoMP with Limited Backhaul: 

Gain in area spectral efficiency vs increase in overhead 

T3.3-TeC 5: In.Band Backhaul and Access: 

Average end-to-end throughput in bits/s/Hz of 

optimized TWR IDMA vs. legacy OFDMA-based 

solution over the distance of the UEs to the relay.  

Random distance 
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WP3 Mapping to METIS goals 

T3.1 METIS goals addressed 

1000x data volume 

10-100x user data rate 

10-100x number of devices 

10x longer battery life 

5x reduced E2E latency 

Energy efficiency and cost 

T3.2 METIS goals addressed 

1000x data volume 

10-100x user data rate 

10-100x number of devices 

10x longer battery life 

5x reduced E2E latency 

Energy efficiency and cost 

T3.3 METIS goals addressed 

1000x data volume 

10-100x user data rate 

10-100x number of devices 

10x longer battery life 

5x reduced E2E latency 

Energy efficiency and cost 
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Executive Summary 

D3.3 
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TeC 1b: DFT-SM-MRT: Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based 
spatial multiplexing (SM) and maximum ratio transmission (MRT) for 
mm-wave large MIMO 

T3.1-MPTA 1: Massive MIMO for Backhaul 

Achieved Gains 

1000xData Volume for Wireless 

Backhaul:  
Spectral Efficiency: x 166.  
Complexity reduction: x 3∙10^(-4) 

Optimum frequency as a function of the number of antennas (these 

configurations guarantees that the eigen values of the MIMO matrix are equal) 
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TeC 6: Predictor Antennas: Adaptive large MISO downlink with 
predictor antenna array for very fast moving vehicles 

T3.1-MPTA 1: Massive MIMO for Backhaul 

Achieved Gains 

TX Energy Saving: x1 to x30 

 BLER: x1 to x100 
 Supported services: Infotainment 
and Ultra low latency 

 

 

0.16 0.082 0.028 1! 

Performance of 460 cars 

in urban environment, 

during one hour 
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TeC 7: FBCP-Hybrid BF: Massive MIMO transmission using higher 
frequency bands based on measured channels with CSI error and 
hardware impairments 

T3.1-MPTA 2: Massive MIMO for Access 

Achieved Gains 

 Reducing the number of RF-Chains for Massive 

MIMO 
 Achievable throughput up to 30 Gbps 
 Experienced user throughput and energy efficiency: 

Average SNR to achieve 20 Gbps throughput can be 
reduced by 14 dB at same transmitter power 

Massive MIMO OFDM transmitter employing FBCP 

Throughput of FBCP with CSI error 
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TeC 11: Interference Aware Clustering and Precoding: Massive 
SDMA with a LSAS exploiting elevation and azimuth beamforming 

T3.1-MPTA 2: Massive MIMO for Access 

Achieved Gains 

 4-7 times higher throughput when 

compared to a LTE-A baseline with 8 
antennas 
10-20 times higher number of devices 

Inter-group interference clustering, user-grouping 

and inter-cell-interference aware precoding with 

massive MIMO antenna arrays 

JSDM per group precoding comparing 

LTE-baseline N_LTE=8 antennas with 
massive MIMO N_LSAS=256 antennas 
for state-of-the-art k-means++ and new 

adapted DBSCAN user clustering 

 

Group 1

Inter-cell 
interference

Large Scale 
Antenna Array

Group G

Inter-group 
interference

1. Clustering

2. Grouping

3. Precoding

Selected 
Users 
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TeC 1b: Joint Resource Optimization: Non-coherent joint processing 
CoMP for energy-efficient small cell networks 

T3.2-MPTA 1: CoMP with advanced UE 
capabilities 

Achieved Gains 

Energy savings very close to 

optimal Total power consumption vs. target spectral 

efficiency per user 

Illustration of a downlink 

heterogeneous network consisting of 
macro, micro and pico BSs 
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TeC 7: JT-CoMP with DC: Dynamic clustering with multiple receive 
antennas in downlink CoMP systems 

T3.2-MPTA 1: CoMP with advanced UE 
capabilities 

Achieved Gains 

Cell throughput: average gain up to 70%. 

User throughput: 5th percent. gain up to 160%. 
Spectral efficiency: average gain up to 70%. 

5th percentile of the UE rate with respect to the 

number N of UE antennas 

JT-CoMP with Dynamic Clustering 
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TeC 3: DIA: Distributed precoding in multicell multiantenna systems 
with data sharing 

T3.2-MPTA 2: CoMP with Limited Feedback 
Capabilities 

Average Sum Rate for Different Schemes with 

Distributed CSI 

METIS TC2 model 

and the applied 
clustering scheme 

Achieved Gains 

Cell spectral efficiency gains between 195% and 212% 

in the TC2 model (10th percentile, 50th percentile and 90th 
percentile of CDF calculated), w.r.t. the MRT solution. 
7.3% and 18.8% gains over the best SoA solution CMP, 

for the 50% and the 90% percentile, respectively (CMP is 
not a part of the LTE baseline) for the homogeneous dense 

scenario 
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TeC 6: Distributed low-overhead schemes for MIMO Interference 
Channels 

T3.2-MPTA 2: CoMP with Limited Feedback 
Capabilities 

Achieved Gains 

Total spectral efficiency of area:  

     - Average gain: 80% ~ 180% (Table 8.6-D3.3) 
     - Gain for 5th / 50th/ 90th percentile: 80% ~ 200% 
CDF of user spectral efficiency: directly related to the 

“300 Mbps DL , 95% of the time” KPI, required by TC2  
     - 50% ~ 150% gain 

(refer to Figure 8 26 and Figure 8 27 and  
accompanying discussion in D3.3) 
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TeC 3: Virtual full-duplex buffer-aided relaying 

 

T3.3-MPTA 1: Heterogeneous Network at 
Lower Frequencies 

Spectral efficiency for two buffer-aided 

relays (K=2) with four antennas (M=4) 

when relays are placed to be closer to the 

destination 

Achieved Gains 

Spectral efficiency, average gain from 60% to 85% 

compared to HD-MMRS, average gain from 170% to 
460% compared to SFD-MMRS, employing two or four 
antennas at relays 

Simulation environment  

and SINR map 

Buffer aided Relaying 
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TeC 5: IDMA: Bi-directional relaying with non-orthogonal multiple 
access 

T3.3-MPTA 1: Heterogeneous Network at 
Lower Frequencies 

Average end-to-end throughput in bits/s/Hz of optimized TWR IDMA vs. 

legacy OFDMA-based solution over the distance of the UEs to the relay.  

Random distance d_"UR" ≤R_"max"  

Simplified TC2 simulation 

 model with investigated 
placement of nodes 

Achieved Gains 

Spectral Efficiency/User Throughput: Expected gain  > factor 2 

compared to legacy OFDMA-based TWR system with LTE-A parameters 
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TeC 2: Int. Aware RRA: Interference aware routing and resource 
allocation in a millimetre-wave ultra-dense network 

T3.3-MPTA 2: Indoor dense mesh network at 
mm-waves  

System throughput versus load with increasing 

number of wireless access nodes  

Top view of TC1 layout used. Red squares: AN 

locations, Blue circles: UE drop positions. 

Achieved Gains 

Traffic volume per area of 100Mbps/m2 UL/DL. 

10-100 user data rate 
Experienced user rate 95% above 1Gbps, and 
20% above 5Gbps 
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Appendix 

 Each TeC is Reported in Detail 

in D3.3. Only the list of TeCs is 

given here 
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Multi-antenna/Massive-MIMO 

T3.1 
 

Task Leader:  Rajatheva Nandana (UOULU) 
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T3.1- Multi-antenna/Massive-MIMO 
 

TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 1 Large aperture massive 

MIMO 

Development of low-complexity and energy-efficient multi-antenna 

transceiver techniques for Large Aperture Massive Array Systems. 

___ 

TeC 1b DFT-SM-MRT Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) based spatial multiplexing (SM) 

and maximum ratio transmission (MRT) for mm-wave large MIMO. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 1c Very Large Aperture 

Massive MIMO 

Random access scheme to very large aperture massive array 

systems. 

___ 

TeC 2 Coordinated Resource 

and Power Allocation for 
Massive MIMO 

This TeC enables multicell massive SIMO/MIMO systems to 

coordinate the resources used for pilot and data transmission. The 
goal of the coordination is to mitigate or avoid pilot contamination 

and maximize spectrum efficiency by smart allocation of resources 

to pilot and data transmission. 

MPTA 2 

TeC 3 Modelling with spherical 

waves, Linear precoding 

The influence on spectral efficiency caused by spherical instead of 

planar waves is considered in the channel model. The spherical 
model is necessary due to the increased aperture size, which is 

linked with the large number of antennas when assuming fixed 

antenna spacing. 

___ 

TeC 4 EVD-based blind channel 

covariance estimation 

Analyse the performance of eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) based 

blind channel covariance estimation methods and compare them 
with ideal multi-path extraction, also to investigate the feasibility of 

massive MIMO systems with non-reciprocal duplex channels. 

___ 

TeC 5 Model Based Channel 

Prediction (MBCP) 

Interference mitigation based on tight cooperation like JT CoMP as 

well as massive MIMO are very sensitive to accurate knowledge of 
channel state information for transmitter sided precoding. Channel 

prediction can be seen as main enabler for such advanced 

schemes as it robustifies the system performance, releases latency 
requirements for backhaul networks – especially important for 

integration of small cells – and reduces the required feedback rate 
in case of full division duplex (FDD) systems. Novel extensions like 

bandwidth enlargement, virtual beamforming, massive MIMO and 

model based channel prediction are proposed to enhance state of 
the art performance in this area. 

___ 
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T3.1- Multi-antenna/Massive-MIMO 
 

TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 6 Predictor antenna array 

for fast moving vehicles 

Adaptive Large MISO Downlink with Predictor Antenna Array 

for very fast moving vehicles. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 7 M-MIMO-MMW Massive MIMO (M-MIMO) transmission using higher 

frequency bands based on measured channels with CSI error 

and hardware impairments. 

MPTA 2 

TeC 8 Massive MIMO and 

ultra dense networks 

Study of a TDD based network architecture with the aim of 

integrating a massive MIMO macro network with a dense layer 

of small cells (SCs).  

___ 

TeC 9 Eiegenvalue 

decomposition (EVD) 

based channel 

estimation for MU-

MIMO 

Analytical and simulation based study on the use of an 

improved EVD-based channel estimation (widely linear 

algorithm) in multi-cell MU-Massive-MIMO systems. 

___ 

TeC 9b Uplink power control 

for massive MIMO 

(ULPwrCtrl) 

Uplink per-user pilot and data transmit power control satisfying 

per-user power and SINR constraints. 

MPTA 2 

TeC 10 Decentralized 

coordinated transceiver 

design with large 

antenna arrays 

Decouples the precoder optimization subproblems at different 

BSs for a minimum power beamforming by utilizing a large 

dimension approximation for inter-cell interference (ICI) terms 

as the coupling variables. 

MPTA 2 

TeC 11 Interference aware 

massive SDMA with 

massive MIMO 

This TeC exploits the multiplexing and beamforming gain 

offered by large antenna systems with massive space-division 

multiple access combining interference aware user clustering, 

user grouping and interference aware precoding. 

MPTA 2 
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Advanced inter-node 

coordination 

 T3.2 
 

Task Leader:  Roberto Fantini(TI) 
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T3.2 - Advanced inter-node coordination 
 
TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 1 CoMP Resource Allocation Investigation of the impact of feedback and backhaul links 

on the performance of different multi-node transmission 
schemes. Multi-node resource allocation is proposed 
under imperfect feedback and backhaul channels. 

___ 

TeC 1b NCJP CoMP for HetNets Jointly optimize the precoding, load balancing, and BS 

operation mode (active or sleep) for improving the energy 
efficiency of heterogeneous networks. Multiple BSs can 
serve the users by joint non-coherent multiflow 

beamforming. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 1c Precoder design with 

limited information in 
CoMP 

The precoder design with limited information can be 

improved using the long term channel statistics already 
available in legacy networks. 

___ 

TeC 2 Exploiting temporal 

channel correlation to 
reduce feedback in CoMP 

An optimal feedback period is derived such that it 

guarantees same spectrum efficiency as using a 
conventional feedback scheme. 

___ 

TeC 2b DoF of MIMO BC and IC 

with delayed CSIT 

Theoretical analysis of the Degree of Freedom (DoF) and 

net DoF of recent schemes for the MIMO IC and BC with 
delayed CSIT (DCSIT) and finite coherence time. 

___ 

TeC 3 Distributed Precoding with 

Data Sharing 

Precoding scheme for interference mitigation in multi-cell 

multi-antenna systems based on local CSI and data 
sharing. 

MPTA 2 

TeC 4 Multi-User Inter-Cell 

Interference Alignment 
(MUICIA) 

Design of multi-user selection algorithms in an OFDM 

based closed loop downlink transmission system. The 
transmit-precoding scheme is based on interference 
alignment in a multi-user multi cell network where both the 

transmitters and the users are equipped with multiple 
antennas. 

___ 
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T3.2 - Advanced inter-node coordination 
 

TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 5 Semi-distributed IA with PC 

convergence speed up 

Semi-distributed algorithm to find the optimal filters at the BSs 

and UEs that achieve a target SINR at each UE, with power 

control (PC) to reduce the number of iterations and check the 

existence of the optimal solution at the beginning. 

___ 

TeC 5b IA with Imperfect CSI Study of distributed iterative interference alignment based 

techniques for MIMO interference channel with imperfect 

effective channel state information. 

___ 

TeC 6 Distributed Low-Overhead 

Schemes for sum-rate 

maximization in  MIMO 

Interfering Networks  

Algorithms relying on the use of UL / DL pilots and forward-

backward iterations to gradually refine both transmit and 

receive filters, in a fully distributed manner, to maximize the 

sum-rate. The proposed schemes only require a handful of 

such F-B iterations, to deliver high spectral-efficiecy.  

MPTA 2 

TeC 7 Dynamic Clustering with 

Multiantenna Receivers 

(DCMR) 

Develop a dynamic BS clustering and UE scheduling for 

downlink CoMP systems where the resource allocation 

scheme explicitly considers that UEs are equipped with 

multiple antennas. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 8 NOMA Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) with multi-antenna 

transmission schemes. 

___ 

TeC 9 Coordination scheme for 

medium range interference 

with message splitting to 

facilitate efficient SIC 

The work investigates a Han-Kobayashi like coordination 

scheme that pursues the generalized degree of freedom of the 

system by splitting each user message into two separate 

parts. One part is designed not to significantly interfere with 

the other message receiver, but rate adapted to the desired 

receiver, and another part is power-set and rate adapted to be 

decodable at the interfered receiver, to give a good likelihood 

of successful interference cancellation. 

___ 
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T3.2 - Advanced inter-node coordination 
 TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 10 Hierarchical Precoding for 

UDN 

This work develops a hierarchical precoding solution which 

mitigates the inter-cell interference from the macro-cells 

caused at the users mainly served by the small-cells. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 11 DIAS Decentralized interference aware scheduling (DIAS) approach 

suitable for D2D communication, based on the transmission of 

a reverse beacon to signal interference. 

___ 

TeC 12 NA IS/IC receivers and ultra-

dense networks 

Network-assisted co-channel interference robust receivers for 

dense cell deployments. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 13 Interference mitigation 

based on JT CoMP and 

massive MIMO 

In ARTIST4G a powerful interference mitigation framework 

has been developed based on CoMP-JT beside others for a 

4x2 MIMO scenario. Identified limitations like limited coverage 

for indoor users and rank deficiencies in case of many 

simultaneously served users are overcome by proper inclusion 

of small cells and massive MIMO. Coded reference signals 

(CSI-RS) allow estimation of some tens of relevant out of 

hundreds of potential channel components, enabling the novel 

framework in frequency division duplex (FDD) systems. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 14 Coordinated scheduling for 

two-way relaying with NC. 

In this work we apply the coordinated scheduling approach for 

the two-way relaying with NC and MIMO in TDD systems. 

___ 

TeC 15 Adaptive and energy 

efficient dense small cells 

coordination 

Define coordination schemes that allow to switch off 

unnecessary small cells when traffic request is low. 

___ 

TeC 16 Non-coherent 

communication in 

coordinated systems 

This work investigates non-coherent communication in 

systems where the users can be connected to multiple 

transmission points. 

___ 

TeC 17 Interference management 

for dynamic 

TDD transmission/reception 

Coordinated precoder/decoder optimization in multicell 

multiuser dynamic TDD system in order to maximize network 

utilities. 

MPTA 2 
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Multi-hop 

communications/wireless 

network coding 

 T3.3  
 

Task Leader:  Elisabeth de Carvalho (AAU) 
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T3.3 - Multi-hop communications/wireless 
network coding 
 
 

TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 1 Wireless-Emulated 

Wired (WEW) 

Devise a transmission scheme in a heterogeneous 

network for efficient wireless backhaul. The scheme is 
based on the principle of wireless network coding and 
emulates a wired backhaul connection. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 2 IAR and RA in a 

mmW UDN 

Enabler for ultra-densification by wireless access nodes 

enhancing spectral efficiency by providing practical 
interference aware routing (IAR) and resource allocation 
(RA) for several multi-hop flows. 

MPTA 2 

TeC 3 Virtual Full-Duplex 

Buffer-aided 
Relaying (VFD-BR) 

In order to overcome multiplexing gain loss of HD relaying, 

this TeC allows concurrent transmissions of the source and 
a relay exploiting more than two relays with buffer. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 4 Distributed coding 

for MAMRC. 

This work investigates the design of joint channel-network 

codes for different multiple access multiple relay channel 
(MAMRC) access schemes. 

___ 

TeC 5 IDMA-based bi-

directional relaying  

The impact of interleave division multiple access (IDMA) is 

analysed in combination with network coding to identify 
efficient strategies regarding MAC/BC structuring, 
resource allocation and channel coding for bi-directional 

communication. 

MPTA 1 

TeC 6 MIMO PLNC to 

expand D2D 
coverage 

A relay assisted D2D communication is considered with all 

nodes having multiple antennas, where the relay performs 
physical layer network coding (PLNC). The D2D 
transmission uses the same frequency spectrum as 

cellular communication. 

___ 
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T3.3 - Multi-hop communications/wireless 
network coding 
 
 

TeC # Short Title Short description MPTA 

TeC 6b Secure beamforming 

design for PLNC 

based MIMO D2D 

communication 

Secure beamforming design is proposed to prevent 

eavesdropping on the MIMO D2D communication. Devices 

communicate via trusted relay node which performs PLNC, 

and multiple eavesdroppers are trying to intercept the device 

information. At the devices, the CSI of the channel between the 

device and eavesdropper is imperfect. A robust secure 

beamforming design is proposed to enhance D2D 

communication while preventing eavesdropping. 

___ 

TeC 7 Cooperative D2D 

Communications 

(CD2DC) 

The main objective behind the proposed scheme is to allow 

cooperation between cellular links and direct device-to-device 

communication links to increase the spectral efficiency, the cell 

throughput, the number of connected devices within the cell, 

and the cell coverage. 

___ 

TeC 8 Open-loop D2D 

relaying 

This work extends the concept of multi-functional MIMO 

transmission to implement distributed space-time coding in 

networks with UE relays of limited capabilities. 

___ 

TeC 9a Initial studies of 

moving relay nodes 

(MRNs) 

Power outage probability and energy efficiency studies of fixed 

and moving relays. 

___ 

TeC 9b D2D communications 

to Enhance VUE 

uplink 

By using D2D communication and cooperating with each other, 

less energy is required to send the same amount of data of 

each active vehicular user equipment (VUE) in the cooperative 

transmission than the individual VUE-to-BS communications. 

___ 

TeC 10 MIMO in TDD system 

with relaying 

In the following TeC the two-phase two-way relaying scheme is 

investigated. The information exchange occur between one BS 

and two MSs. Advanced interference cancellation receivers are 

used to decode data signals intended for these stations. 

___ 


